Worksheet (sample)
Lesson 1 Pictogram-Useful Signs on Streets[ Passive Voice ]

S + be verb + past participle

Practice 1 be verb ( present / past ) + past participle
1. Which of the following is written in passive voice?
(1) Many people like elephants.
(2) People and elephants have been good friends in Thailand.
(3) The special hospital was built for elephants.
2. Choose the correct verb form.
(4) One elephant ( are / was ) kept in the hospital.
(5) The elephant is ( call / calls / called ) Motala.
3. Make the sentence Passive.
(6) People used Motala for pulling logs in the forest.
4. Which sentence would you change to “Passive”
One day, (a) Motala stepped on a landmine. (b) Motala lost one of her legs.
Her owner was sad and (c) he wanted to take her to the elephant hospital.
Motala walked 10 kilometers with her three legs. And now (d) people know Motala
as the elephant with an artificial leg.

Practice 2 (Challenge Level)
4. (be verb) + being + past participle )
Change sentences from “Active” to “Passive”.
1. John sensei served us lunch at 12:00
2. Somebody stole my purse.
3. Ashbea sensei asked Mizuki to give a speech in front of the class.
4. They were selling the last Nintendo Switch as I arrived.

Worksheet (sample/answers)
Practice 1
1. Which of the following is written in passive voice?
(1) Many people like elephants.
(2) People and elephants have been good friends in Thailand.
(3) The special hospital was built for elephants.
2. Choose the correct verb form.
(4) One elephant ( are / was ) kept in the hospital.
(5) The elephant is ( call / calls / called ) Motala.
3. Make the sentence Passive.
(6) People used Motala for pulling logs in the forest.
Motala was used for pulling logs in the forest.
4. Which sentence would you change to “Passive”
One day, (a) Motala stepped on a landmine. (b) Motala lost one of her legs.
Her owner was sad and (c) he wanted to take her to the elephant hospital.
Motala walked 10 kilometers with her three legs. And now (d) people know Motala
as the elephant with an artificial leg.
(d) Motala is known as the elephant with an artificial leg.
Practice 2
1. John sensei served us lunch at 12:00
Lunch was served at 12:00
2. Somebody stole my purse.
My purse was stolen.
3. Ashbea sensei asked Mizuki to give a speech in front of the class.
Mizuki was asked to give a speech in front of the class.
4. They were selling the last Nintendo Switch as I arrived.
The last Nintendo Switch was being sold as I arrived.

